IMPORTANT NEWS

Our Newsletter is ONLY available via E-mail.

Dear Members:

The 41st Scientific Session of the Paleopathology Club will be held Sunday, March 18, 2018 from 1:30-3:00 p.m., at the Vancouver Convention Center during the:

107th Annual Meeting of
The United States and Canadian Academy of Pathology
Sunday, March 18, 2018
Vancouver, BC, Canada

If you would like to submit a paper for platform presentation, please send us the title and author.

Answer to Case #141
Diagnosis: Tattoo: Black pigment in deep dermis.

Submitted by: Jordi Esteban, MD and Pedro L. Fernandez, MD, PhD, from Dept. of Pathology, Hospital Clínic of Barcelona and University of Barcelona.

The answer to Case #141 can be viewed and printed in Internet Explorer 6.0 at:
http://www.pathology.vcu.edu/research-labs/gerszten-lab-research/case-studies/case-141/

Case #142:
History: Skeletal lesion from a Roman period Burial. Distal femoral joint surface and patella.

Submitted by: Dr. Robert R. Paine from Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX.

The slide of Case #142 can be best viewed and printed in Internet Explorer 6.0 at:
http://www.pathology.vcu.edu/research-labs/gerszten-lab-research/case-studies/case-142/
Notice!

1. If you have an interesting slide you would like to share with other members, please send it along with the history.

2. We published an “Atlas” of Paleopathology, which is a synopsis of 40 years of investigation in South American Mummies. This publication is available at CAP Press. Northfield, IL, 60093, phone: 800-323-4040 option 1, and is directed mainly at those interested in Archeology, Anthropology, History of Medicine, Forensic Pathology and Pathology (Cost $35.00).
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